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The magnetic fields of most astrophysical objects are probably sustained by dynamos, which
convert energy flow into a large scale magnetic field. Using three-dimensional particle-in-cell simu-
lations, we show how a circularly polarized relativistic laser interacting with a plasma channel can
start a scalable laboratory analogy of astrophysical dynamos. We observe plasma flowing towards
the channel axis. These flows drive a plasma dynamo and amplify a seed magnetic field. The dy-
namo then persists on a picosecond time scale as long as the convection from the hot channel wall
is maintained. For high laser powers, the dynamo can generate magnetic fields at gigagauss levels.
The scheme might also be relevant for magnetized inertial confinement fusion.
Magnetic fields accompany most matter in the uni-
verse [1]. The magnetic fields of most planets, stars and
galaxies are probably sustained by dynamos those con-
vert energy flow into a large scale magnetic field [2–5].
It is generally assumed that the convection of electri-
cally conducting fluids in the planets and stars maintains
the dynamo [6]. Close to home, the Earth has a bipo-
lar magnetic field ranging from 0.25 to 0.65 G. Circu-
lating electric currents inside the Earth are maintained
by fluid metal convecting in the outer core under the
effect of buoyancy force and Coriolis force. They drive
the Earth’s dynamo to sustain the geomagnetic field over
astronomical time scales [2, 7]. Numerous intriguing phe-
nomena, such as geomagnetic reversal [8], are considered
being related to a highly nonlinear motion of the fluid
metal. Similar mechanisms, but with different convec-
tion sources and profiles, give rise to the magnetic fields
of other astrophysical objects [3, 4].
While dynamo theory is successful on the whole, de-
tailed dynamics of astrophysical dynamos is still unclear
and urge further studies. Unfortunately, the extreme en-
vironment in the interior of objects is almost inaccessible
in terrestrial laboratories, thus investigations have been
limited to indirect observations and theoretical work. To
address the detailed dynamics of dynamos is a long-
standing compelling challenge in astrophysics and geo-
physics.
With the development of intense lasers over the past
decades [9], a new area of research has opened up. Astro-
physics phenomena can be scaled down and reproduced
in laboratories, while preserving the essential physics ow-
ing to the invariance of magnetohydrodynamic (MHD)
equations with respect to a class of similarity transfor-
mations [10]. This approach, overcoming limitations such
as resolution and numerical viscosity, is a feasible com-
plement to both observations and MHD simulations. It is
also a powerful tool for investigations into the non-linear
nature of the dynamical evolution [11].
In this Letter, we present proof-of-principle studies on
the laboratory analogy of astrophysical dynamos. First-
principle three-dimensional (3D) particle-in-cell (PIC)
simulations show that by irradiating a micro-channel tar-
get by a circularly polarized (CP) relativistic femtosec-
ond laser, one can obtain plasma flowing towards the
axis. These flows drive a plasma dynamo and amplify a
seed magnetic field on the ion time scale within hundreds
of femtosecond. The dynamo then persists on a picosec-
ond time scale as long as the channel wall expands ther-
mally to provide the electromotive force. Such a process
shares similar nature of astrophysical dynamos. Using
high laser powers, the laser-plasma dynamo can gener-
ate magnetic fields at gigagauss levels. Our results open
the prospect of all-optical experiments on astrophysical
dynamos. The scheme might also be useful for wider ar-
eas such as magnetized inertial confinement fusion and
charged beam collimation.
Our scheme for reproducing astrophysical dynamos in
laboratories is illustrated in Fig. 1. A CP femtosec-
ond laser pulse carrying a finite angular momentum im-
pinges on a carbon micro-channel target. The use of
femtosecond laser makes it more accessible for small-
scale facilities, comparing with other laboratory astro-
physical experiments where multiple nanosecond lasers
are normally required [12–15]. The physical process
is simulated by virtual laser-plasma laboratory (VLPL)
code [16, 17]. The laser pulse is considered as plane
wave with wavelength λ = 800 nm and time envelope
I(t) = I0 cos
4(pit/2τ) (−τ < t < τ), where the peak in-
tensity I0 = 4.3 × 1020 W/cm2 and the pulse duration
τ = 53 fs. Periodic lateral boundaries are used for both
particles and fields. Thus, our simulation corresponds
to an array of plasma channels. For definitiveness, the
single channel interior is vacuum hollow occupying from
r = 0 to 2λ. The channel wall is fully ionized car-
bon plasma. Electron density grows linearly from 0 to
300nc from r = 2 to 3.5λ, and remains constant between
r = 3.5 to 4λ. The dimensions of the simulation box
are x × y × z = 20λ × 8λ × 8λ, which is sampled by
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2FIG. 1. Schematic of laser-driven dynamos. (a) A circularly
polarized laser pulse with wavelength λ = 800 nm, peak in-
tensity I0 = 4.3×1020 W/cm2 (corresponds to the normalized
laser vector potential a0 = 10) and duration τ = 53 fs irra-
diates a carbon micro-channel target. The 16λ long channel
with edge length of 8λ and vacuum hollow radius of 2λ is
aligned with the laser propagation direction. (b) Computed
distributions of electron density and axial magnetic field at
t = 173 fs. The electron density scale is in units of critical
density (nc = 1.7× 1021 cm−3). (c) The slice of the electron
density distribution marked by the black area in (b).
1300 × 160 × 160 cells with 8 macroparticles for both
electrons and carbons.
During the interaction, the wall of the channel is ef-
fectively heated and turns into hot dense plasma. The
plasma of the channel wall starts expanding quasineu-
trally towards the channel axis once the thermal pressure
surpasses laser light pressure. Our simulation shows the
radial velocity of the plasma front at about 0.1c, where c
is the speed of light in vacuum. When these converging
plasma flows meet, a plasma density spike is formed at
the channel axis at t = 173 fs, as shown in Fig. 1(c). The
Inverse Faraday Effect (IFE) caused by the laser circular
polarization generates a seed axial magnetic field inside
the plasma channel [18], which is later amplified by the
dynamo, Fig. 2.
The kinematic MHD dynamo is described by the in-
FIG. 2. Evolution of on-axis characteristic parameters. The
magnetic field (red, solid) and electron density (blue, dash)
are averaged along the channel axis between 3λ < z < 17λ.
The normalized laser vector potential a0 (green, dotted) is
recorded at the entrance of the simulation box. The seed
magnetic field generated by IFE is effectively amplified by
the laser-driven dynamo.
duction equation of magnetic field [19]
∂B
∂t
= ∇× (u×B) + η∇2B, (1)
where u is fluid velocity and η is an effective magnetic
diffusivity defined in our simulation by small scale plasma
turbulence. Due to axial symmetry, all fields depend on
the radius r only. The magnetic field has both the φ-
and z-component: B = (0, Bφ, Bz) and the fluid velocity
has radial component only: u = (ur, 0, 0). η is relatively
small and we neglect it for simplicity. One obtains in the
cylinder coordinates
∂Bz
∂t
= −1
r
∂
∂r
(rurBz), (2)
and
∂Bφ
∂t
= − ∂
∂r
(urBφ). (3)
Eqs. (2)-(3) are the dynamo equations. It is imme-
diately clear that the magnetic field grows exponentially
from noise for converging plasma flows, i.e. ur < 0. The
generated field polarity depends on the phase of the seed
magnetic field caught by the dynamo. It may reverse de-
pending on the setup parameters such as target length.
Furthermore, by introducing the continuity equation for
conservation of density, i.e. ∂ρ/∂t+∇· (ρu) = 0, one ob-
tains Bz ∝ ρ on the axis. Here ρ is the particle density.
As shown in Fig. 1(c), the amplified Bz is indeed located
at the density spike. Meanwhile Bφ must be zero on-axis
as a result of axial symmetry.
3FIG. 3. The distribution of the magnetic force lines at t = 200
fs. The colors show local magnitude of the magnetic field.
Figure 2 shows the evolution of the on-axis magnetic
field, electron density as well as laser field. During the
laser irradiation, a seed magnetic field of 0.04 GG is pro-
duced inside the channel by IFE [18]. After the laser
peak has passed through the target, both the on-axis
magnetic field and electron density grow synchronously
as a result of thermal expansion of the wall. The mag-
netic field peaks at 0.6 GG at 173 fs. The magnetic field
has been amplified by about 15 times within 80 fs. The
peak value approaches that of dip poles of white dwarfs
[20] and neutron stars [21].
As the plasma flows cross the axis, the mean fluid ve-
locity ur must be reconsidered. The mean velocity ur
remains negative when more plasma moves towards the
axis than leaves it. Starting from this point, both the on-
axis magnetic field and electron density decrease. Grad-
ually, the converging and expanding flows moving across
the axis come to an equilibrium and the dynamo seases.
The on-axis magnetic field stays at tens of MG after the
fast drop between 200 fs to 300 fs, and then persists on
sub-picosecond timescales. The thermal expansion of the
channel wall provides the electromotive force that drives
the dynamo. Thus, the dynamo is active on the ion time
scale and the generated magnetic field can potentially
persist for nanoseconds if we scale up the plasma chan-
nel size.
The force lines of the peak magnetic field are illustrated
in Fig. 3. One sees how the loose azimuthal magnetic
field lines beginning at the channel periphery wind into
tight spirals on the axis. Since the plasma flow converges
towards the center, particles pile-up on the axis and the
on-axis magnetic field magnitude is three times larger
than that at periphery.
By decomposing the magnetic field into axial and az-
imuthal components, one obtains the distributions of Bz
and Bφ as shown in Fig. 4. The positive Bz shown in
Fig. 4(a), has form of a straight on-axis filament. Its
radial profile, Fig. 4(c), is Gaussian-like, with FWHM
of R = 0.5λ. Large areas of weak negative Bz spread at
periphery so that the field lines are closed. The product
BzR approaches the ignition threshold of ' 6×105 G cm
FIG. 4. (a)(b) Distributions of Bz and By on the y = 0 plane
at t = 200 fs, respectively. (c)(d) Profiles of Bz and Bφ in the
radial direction at z = 7λ at t = 200 fs, respectively.
for magnetized target fusion in cylindrical geometry [22].
Our scheme becomes potentially useful for magnetized
inertial confinement fusion [23].
Distributions of Bφ are presented in Figs. 4(b) and (d).
Because of the axial symmetry, Bφ remains zero on the
axis while peaking at r = 0.7λ due to the dynamo action.
The other peak at r = 2.6λ is at the inner surface of the
channel wall. This polarity of azimuthal magnetic field
focuses relativistic electrons propagating in the positive
z−direction.
We have shown that irradiating a micro-channel tar-
get with a circularly polarized femtosecond laser pulse
switches on a dynamo which shares similar nature to the
astrophysical ones. In our case, the electromotive force
that drives radial plasma flows originates from the ther-
mal expansion of the channel wall. This resembles the
radial convection of conducting fluids and plasmas in the
gravitational field inside planets and stars. Let us take
one step further to scale our results to geomagnetic field.
Due to the invariance of MHD equations to a class of
4similarity transformations, the scaling law follows simple
linear relation, that is
lE = grlL, uE = guuL, ρE = gρρL
tE =
gr
gu
tL, BE = gu
√
gρBL
(4)
where l, u, ρ, t, and B are characteristic length, veloc-
ity, density, time and magnetic field strength of systems,
the indices E and L correspond to earth and laboratory
environment respectively, and gr,u,ρ are scaling constants
[11]. Take lE ∼ 3.5 × 106 m is the radius of the Earth’s
outer core [24], and lL = R = 0.5λ is the FWHM of
Bz. uE ∼ 5 × 10−4 m/s is the characteristic convection
velocity between the Earth’s inner and outer core [25],
and uL = 0.1c is the velocity of the expanding plasma
front. ρE ∼ 10 g/cm3 is the density of the Earth’s outer
core [24], and ρL = 0.07 g/cm
3 is the density of on-axis
plasma. Given the magnetic field persisting time tL ∼ 0.4
ps and strength BL ∼ 0.6 GG from our simulation, we
obtain tE ∼ 6700 yr and BE ∼ 0.12 G. We note that
the duration of a full geomagnetic reversal is typically
between 2000 and 12000 yr [26], which agrees with tE.
BE is also at the same order of magnitude with the ge-
omagnetic field strength. By changing simulation setups
and characteristic values, one can generalize our scheme
as analogy to other astrophysical objects. The possibility
of reproducing dynamos in the interior of astrophysical
objects in small-scale laboratories marks an important
step towards further understanding the origin and dy-
namics of astrophysical magnetic fields.
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